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A sufficient condition for scalar irreducibility of a representation of a group on a 
topological vector space of the form { fo Cm(W) 1 p,(V)f= 0 for j= l,..., r} where 
p1 ,..., pr are polynomials is given. Applications include the differential operators that 
are invariant under the Cartan motion group of a symmetric space and the Laplace 
operator. 0 1985 Academic Press, Ix 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Let pl(W., P,(V) b e constant coefficient partial differential operators on 
R” and consider their joint eigenspace 
8A={(fECm(R”) Ip,(V)f=A,f forj=l,..., r} 
for given A= (A, ,..., A,) EC’. We assume that 8” is invariant under the 
action of a given Lie transformation group G on UP, an action that encom- 
passes the translations of R”. Our main result (Theorem 6) gives a suf- 
ficient condition for the corresponding representation of G on &A to be 
scalar irreducible. The condition is expressed in terms of algebrogeometric 
properties of the characteristic set { 5 E C” 1 pi(c) = i, for j= I,..., r}. 
To demonstrate the applicability of the theorem we treat two interesting 
examples: 
(1) Let G/K be a symmetric space of the noncompact ype where G is 
a connected semisimple Lie group with finite center and K a maximal com- 
pact subgroup. Let X0 be the tangent space to G/K at K, and let Go be the 
Cartan motion group (= the group of afline transformations of X0 
generated by the translations and the natural action of K on X,,). We are 
interested in the representations of G, on the joint eigenspaces for the Go- 
invariant differential operators on X0. 
Helgason proved in [4] that such an eigenspace &‘A is topologically 
irreducible if and only if 1 is outside a specified exceptional set. We show as 
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a contrast that all the eigenspaces are scalar irreducible. Our proof is based 
on the detailed study, made by Kostant and Rallis in [7], of the orbits 
associated with a symmetric space. 
(2) Let &A= (fEP([W”) 1 df=ilf} for 1E@, and let G be the group 
of rigid motions of Iw”. 
Here G acts topologically irreducibly on &A if and only if I # 0 (Helgason 
[2]). We show that G acts scalar-irreducibly on 8A for each ,?.E @. An 
earlier result in this direction can be found in [3]: The conformal 
group-which is bigger than G- acts scalar-irreducibly on && 
A third special case might be mentioned:.The scalar irreducibility of cer- 
tain eigenspace representations of nilpotent Lie groups, which was 
demonstrated by Jacobsen and the author in [6], can also be derived from 
our main theorem. 
In the last section we prove that topological irreducibility implies scalar 
irreducibility for the sort of eigenspace representations that we consider in 
this paper. 
A crucial new feature in our discussion of the scalar irreducibility seems 
to be use of a fact from the theory of partial differential operators with con- 
stant coefficients, viz. that the exponential solutions of a homogeneous 
equation span a dense subset of the solution space. 
II. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
Let V, be a finite dimensional real vector space, and let D( V,) denote 
the complex algebra of all translation invariant differential operators on 
V Iw; the elements of D(V/,) act on P( V,)= C”O(V,; @). We let 
V : = ( V,)c be the complexilication of V,, where we as usual view V, as a 
subset of V. 
The complex dual of V will be denoted V*. We .write (a*, u ) for the 
value of U* E V* on v E V. For v* E V* we introduce e,, E P( V,) by 
e,,(u) : = exp( v*, v) for UE V,. 
By help of the functions e,. we produce the symbol map c between 
D( V,) and 
S(V) : = {p: V* -+ @ ( p polynomial }. 
1. DEFINITION. For DE D( VR) we introduce a(D) ES(V) by 
a(D)(o*) : = e-,.D(e,.) for v*o V*. 
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2. PROPOSITION. The mapping o: EI( VR) --) S( V) is an algebra- 
isomorphism between complex algebras with units, and a intertwines the 
natural actions of GL( VW) on D( V,) and S( V). 
3. PROPOSITION. Let JZ be a subset of D( V,), define p: V* + C” by 
p(v*) := {o(D)(u*) I DE Jz> f or u* E V*, and consider for 1 E @-” the joint 
eigenspace 
Then 
(a) For any u* E V* we have e,* Ee$+u* Ep-‘(A), 
(PI Gf{O)-P-‘(Wla. 
(y) span(e,. 1 u*~p-‘(2)) is dense in &A with respect to the C”- 
topology on Co3( VR), when the following holds: 
Any Q E S( V) which vanishes identically on p-‘(I), belongs to the ideal in 
S(V) generated by {o(D) -1(D) I DE ~‘4). 
(6) Zf 8A is inuariant under the action of an element k E GL( V,), then 
p-‘(I) is invariant under the action of k on V*. 
Proof Replacing 4 by {D-J(D) 1 DE A} we may without loss of 
generality assume that A= 0. By the Hilbert basis theorem we can write $ 
in the form 
for finitely many D, ,..., D, E I[b( V,). 
(a), (6) and the implication F of (/-I) are trivial. 
(b) According to [ 1, Theorem 1.3, Chap. 81 each f E J$ is an integral 
over exponential solutions, i.e., elements in J$ of the form qe”*, where q is a 
polynomial. In particular $ # (0) contains a nonzero exponential solution 
qe,, . Since $ is invariant under differentiation it follows that aq/ax,e,, E $ 
for j = l,..., n. We see that also e,* E $, and then we are through by (a). 
(y) This is an immediate corollary of [ 1, Theorem 8.1, Chap. 81. 
4. Remark. The condition in (y) of Proposition 3 is satisfied if 4? con- 
sists of a single operator D and the polynomial a(D) - n(D) has no mul- 
tiple factors (cf. [S, Remark, p. 391). 
III. THE MAIN THEOREM 
5. DEFINITION. Let rc be a representation of a group G on a topological 
vector space V. 
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We say that n is scalar irreducible if the only continuous linear operators 
A: V + V that satisfy An(g) = z(g),4 for all g E G, are scalar multiples of 
the identity operator on I/. 
We say that n is topologically irreducible if the only closed, It-invariant 
subspaces of V are (0) and V. 
The topological vector spaces that we will encounter, are closed sub- 
spaces of Cc4( Vu). We equip them with the topology from C”( Vu) with its 
usual Frechet topology. 
In formulating Theorem 6, which is the main result of this paper, we 
follow the terminology of [S] concerning algebraic sets. 
6. THEOREM. Let V, be a finite dimensional real vector space and let K 
be a Lie subgroup of GL( V,) with Lie algebra f E gl( V,). 
Let D, ,..., D,E D( VW), and let p: V* + 62’ be the polynomial map 
p = (a(D,) ,..., o(D,)). Let I= (i1 ,..., A,) E @‘. 
Assume that the joint eigenspace 
cff,:= (f~C~(V~)ID~f=J,fforj=l,..., r} 
is invariant under the action of K. 
Then the inhomogeneous group V, x s K acts scalar-irreducibly on &2, 
provided that the following four assumptions all hold: 
(i) The polynomials a(D,) - A,,..., o(D,) - 2, generate the ideal 
Z&‘(i)) in S(V). 
(ii) The nonsingular points of the algebraic set p-‘(I) lie densely in 
P-‘(l). 
(iii) K acts transitively on the (finite) set of connected components of 
the topological space p ~ ‘( 2). 
(iv) There exists a dense subset 9 of p-‘(l) such that 
codim..{v*o XI XE~“} =p f or all v* E 9, where p : = maxi rank dp,* I 
v* Ep-‘(q}. 
7. Remarks. (0) If the Lebesgue measure on VW is K-invariant, then 
we may in Theorem 5 replace &?A by the distribution space 
{fES3’(Vw)I Djf=i,f for j=l,...,r} 
equipped with the strong topology (cf. [9, Example 11.2, Corollary 11.7(b)]. 
(i) The assumption (i) of Theorem 5 holds if (du(D,)(v*),..., 
do(D,)(v*)} . 1’ is a mear independent set for each v* E p- ‘(A). (Private com- 
munication by Professor B. Iversen, Aarhus University.) 
Let r = 1 so that there is only one differential operator. Then (i) holds if 
and only if a(D1) - A(D,) has no multiple factors. 
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(ii) The assumption (ii) holds if p-‘(l) is a complex variety [8, 
Remark, p. 123. 
Let r= 1. Then (ii) is satisfied if a(D,)--A(D,) is an irreducible 
polynomial. 
(iii) The assumption (iii) holds trivially if p-‘(A) is connected. That 
will be the case when p-‘(A) is a complex variety [S, Remark, p. 1051. 
Let r = 1. Then (iii) holds if a(D,) - A.(D,) is an irreducible polynomial. 
Proof of Theorem 6. By Proposition 3(p) we discard the case 
p-‘(l) = Qr as being trivial. 
Let A: &A + &A be a continuous linear operator that commutes with the 
translations of V/n and with the action of each k E K. We shall show that A 
is a scalar multiple of the identity operator on gA. 
Identifying for a moment V, with R” we see that A commutes with 
a/ax, ..., d/ax,. For any o* = (cl,..., [,) EP-‘(~) c @” we get 
a/ax,(e-,.Ae,,) =-& (ecu*) Ae,* + e-,,A(a/ax,e,*) 
J 
= -~,ec,,Ae,, + e-,.A([,e,*) = 0 
Therefore there exist scalars a(o*) E @ such that 
for j= l,..., n. 
Ae,, = a(~*) e,, for all V* Ep-‘(A). 
Combining the nondegeneracy assumption (i) with Proposition 3(y) we 
see that span{e,. 1 v* ~p-l(A)} is dense in 8’. So it will suffice to prove 
that a(-) is a constant function on p-‘(A) which we proceed to do. 
The continuous linear functional f~ (Af )(0) on 8 extends by the 
Hahn-Banach theorem to a compactly supported distribution u E B’( V,). 
Now 
a(~*) = (Ae,.)(O) = (u, e,.) = @iv*) for u* EP-‘(A), 
so a is the restriction to p-‘(l) of the entire function u* ~ti(iu*) on V*. In 
the sequel we let a denote this extension. 
The set R of nonsingular points of the algebraic set p-‘(l) forms a com- 
plex analytic manifold in V* of codimension p [S, Theorem 2.31. The 
infinitesimal action of the Lie group K on I/* is given by the vector fields 
o*~u*oX on V* for XEfc gI( V,), and since K leaves p-‘(l) invariant 
we have 
v* 0 XE T,.R for all XE f and u* E R, 
from which we conclude by the dimensionality assumption (iv) that 
T,.R=span{u*oXI XEI’} for V*E RnLB. 
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Exploiting the K-invariance of A: &A + &” we find that the entire function 
a satisfies the identity 
a(k * u*) = a(v*) for all ke K and u* EP-‘(~). 
It follows by differentiation that the differential of u is zero on the 
tangent vectors of R. More precisely 
4a IR)(v*)=o for all v*~Rng, 
from which it by density of 9 n R in R follows that 
d(alR)(v*)=o for all v* E R. 
But then a is locally constant on R and accordingly constant on each con- 
nected component of R, of which there are only finitely many [8, Theorem 
2.41, say R, ,..., R,. By the density assumption (ii) we have 
p-‘(+R=R,uR,u ... WI?,. 
Each connected component p- ‘(A) is a union of some of the i?,. Now a is 
constant on each i?, and C is connected, so it follows that a is constant on 
c. 
Finally, combining the identity u(ku*)=a(v*) from above with the 
assumption (iii) we get the theorem. 1 
IV. THE CASE OF THE CARTAN MOTION GROUP 
Let gw = Iw + pR be a Cartan decomposition of a real reductive Lie 
algebra gw. We let K, denote the analytic subgroup of the adjoint group of 
gR corresponding to ad&). Then K,cGL(glw) leaves pR invariant. The 
group Go : =uR x d Kw of ahine transformations of pn is called the Cartan 
motion group. We shall in this section study joint eigenspaces for the 
algebra D(G,/K,) = Do” of Go-invariant differential operators on pR. 
Our results are summarized in 
8. THEOREM. Let the setting be us above. Then for any mapping 
A: D(G,/K,) --, C the joint eigenspuce 
is scalar irreducible under the natural action of the Curtun motion group G,. 
The corresponding problem for topological irreducibility has been settled 
by Helgason, who showed that the representation in Theorem 8 is 
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topologically irreducible if and only if 1 is “regular.” See Theorem 6.6 of 
c41. 
The remainder of Section IV is devoted to a proof of Theorem 8. Our 
proof combines Theorem 6 with the results of Kostant and Rallis in [7] 
about the orbit structure of the action of K, on pw (or rather the com- 
plexilied action. 
Let g = f + p be the direct sum obtained by complexifying gR, Ira, and 
pBB. The linear map 8: g + g defined by 13 = 1 on I, 8= -1 on p is a Lie 
algebra automorphism of order 2 of the complex Lie algebra g. 
We let G denote the adjoint group of g, and K, the subgroup of all 
elements gE G which commute with the automorphism 8, i.e., 
Ke : = (g E G 1 g 0 8 = 8 0 g}. We note that p is stable under the action of K, 
and that K: = exp(ad I) is the identity component of KB. 
Let B be a K,-invariant nonsingular symmetric bilinear form on p (see 
[lo, p. 1421 for a construction of B). B induces a K,-isomorphism 
FP+P* by 
B(W( Y) : = W, Y) for X, YEp, 
and so the pull back /I*: S(p) + S(p*) is a K,-algebra-isomorphism. 
Let next a, be a maximal abelian subalgebra of pw, and let a c p be its 
complexification. The finite abelian group 
F:= {gEexp(ada)sGIg2=identity} 
leaves pw invariant, normalizes K, and satisfies Ke = FK (cf. [7, 
pp. 761-7621). 
9. LEMMA. (a) Each K,-invariant element of iD(p,) is also F-invariant. 
(b) Each K,-invariant entire function on p and on p* is also F- 
invariant. 
Proof (a) The symbol map Q: D(p,) -+ S(p) from Proposition 2 is an 
algebra isomorphism that intertwines the actions of GL(pR). But S(p) con- 
sists of polynomials and hence holomorphic functions on p*, so (a) follows 
from (b). 
(b) Since p and p* are K,-isomorphic (via /I), it suffices to prove the 
statement for p. 
Let f E F and let c be an entire K,-invariant function on p. 
If kE K, and XE a, then (f. c)(kX) = c( f -‘kff -‘X) = c( f ~ ‘X) where 
the last equality sign is due to the fact that F normalizes K, and c is K,- 
invariant. But f oexp(ad a) is the identity on a so (f. c)(kX) = c(X) = 
c(kX). In particular, f. c = c on K, a, = pR, and so by analyticity f. c = c 
onpE=p. m 
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It is know that the algebra Sag = Sag is a polynomial ring in r 
algebraically independent polynomials u1 ,..., U, where r = dim a (cf. [7, 
p. 7721). The isomorphic algebra Dam= D(G,/K,) is then a 
polynomial ring in the r differential operators D, := (/?* 00)-l u, for 
j = 1, 2 ,..., r. 
Let 
p := (o(DI),..., o(D,)): p* --+ C’, 
and let u be the corresponding K,-invariant polynomial map 
u := (UI,..., 24,): P’--+ C’. 
It is an immediate consequence of Lemma 9(a) that the joint eigenspace 
~9~ := { f~ Cm(pR) ( Df= A(D)f for all DE D(G,/K,)} 
from Theorem 8 is F-invariant, and so the following preliminary version of 
Theorem 8 makes sense: 
10. PROPOSITION. The group pR x * FK, acts scalar irreducibly on &“. 
Proo$ Discarding the trivial case &I = (0) we may assume that &A has 
the form 
gA= {fop 1 D,f =l,f for j= l,..., r} 
for some I = (2, ,..., 2,) E U?. As we shall see, Proposition 10 is a corollary of 
Theorem 6: We verify the assumptions (i), (ii), (iii), and (iv) from there. 
(i) This assumption reduces to the statement: The polynomials 
u1 - Al,..., u,- /1, generate the ideal Z(u-‘(A)) of S(p*). 
But that is the contents of Theorem 14 of [7]. 
(ii) With the notation of [7] the set of nonsingular points of u-‘(n) 
contains the set Bntt-‘(A) [7, Theorem 131, which is dense in u-‘(n) [7, 
Theorem 91. 
(iii) It suffices to prove that F acts transitively on the set of con- 
nected components of U- ‘(1). Since K is connected this happens if FK = K, 
acts transitively. 
The connected components of u - ‘(A) are disjoint, closed subsets of 
u-‘(n), and-being finite in number-also open subsets of u-‘(n). Now 
there exists a K,-orbit 0 with 6= u-‘(J) [7, Theorem 93. It follows that 
0 n C # @ for each connected component C of U- ‘(1). But then K, acts 
transitively on the set of connected components. 
(iv) Since /?: p -+ p* is a KB-map we get the identity 
p-‘(0*0x)= -[X, fi-‘(u*)] for XE~ and v”op*. 
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Transporting the functions occuring in (iv) from p* to p we get (iv) refor- 
mulated to: 
There exists a dense subset 9 of u-‘(n) such that codim,{ [X, Y] 1 
XEI} =p for all YES, where 
p = max{dim span[du,(u),..., du,(o)] 1 u E u-‘(n)}. 
From Theorem 13 of [7] we read that p = r. As 9 we chose 
9 = &? n u-‘(n), where W denotes the set of regular elements of p, Since 9 
is dense in u-l (2) [7, Theorem 91 we need only show that 
dim{[X, Y]]X~I}=dimp-rforall YE.@, 
or-introducing f ’ = the centralizer of Y in f&equivalently that 
dimfY=dimf-dimp+r for all YE 2. 
But that is the implication (1) * (2) of Proposition 8 in [7]. 1 
Proof of Theorem 8. Theorem 8 will follow from Proposition 10 once 
we prove that any continuous linear G,-invariant operator A: ~5~ -+C?~ is F- 
invariant. 
In the proof of Theorem 6 we saw that there exists an entire function 
a: p* + @ such that Ae,+ = a(~*) e,, for all u* EP-‘(~). During the proof of 
Proposition 10 we obtained that the assumption (i) was satisfied. Since 
then span{e,. 1 u* EP~‘(,?.)) is d ense in c?~ [Proposition 3(y)], it suffices to 
show that 
a(fi*) = u(u*) for all f E F and u* Ed-‘. 
The K,-invariance of A implies that 
u(ku*) = a(u*) for all kE K, and u* up-l(l); 
so averaging a over the compact group K, does not change it on p-‘(1). 
Thus we may assume that a is a K,-invariant entire function on p*. The 
F-invariance can now be found in Lemma 9(b). 1 
V. THE CASE OF THE LAPLACE OPERATOR 
Let as usual A = i?‘/&xf + . . . + a’/axi denote the Laplace operator on 
R”. The natural action of the rotation group SO(n) commutes with d, so it 
leaves each eigenspace of A invariant. 
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11. THEOREM. Zf n > 1, then the affine group R” x s SO(n) of rigid 
motions of R” acts scalar irreducibly on each eigenspace 
f&:= {fEP(W)~df=~f}), 1EC. 
As an immediate corollary we get Theorem 2.2 of Helgason [3]: The 
conformal group (or rather its Lie algebra) acts scalar irreducibly on the 
harmonic functions, i.e., on &. 
Theorem 11 may be compared with another result by Helgason [2, 
Theorem 8.11: The group [w” x s O(n) of isometries of R” acts topologically 
irreducibly on &A if and only if I # 0. 
Proof of Theorem 11. Theorem 11 is a corollary of Theorem 6 with 
V, = [w”, K= SO(n), r = 1 and D, = d. We note that the function p with 
respect o the standard coordinates on Iw” is 
P(il,..., i,) = c: + . . . + r2 
and that p = 1. It is left to verify the assumptions (i), (ii), (iii), and (iv): 
(i) This assumption holds because p - 1 has no multiple factors (cf. 
Remark 7(i)). 
(ii) The nonsingular points are p ~ ‘(A) \ { 0) and they lie densely in 
p-‘(A). 
(iii) If n >, 3, or if n = 2 and 1# 0, so that p - A is irreducible, then we 
refer to Remark 7(iii). 
If n = 2 and ,? =O, then the factorization p([,, 12) = (cl - i[,)(c, + it*) 
shows that p ~ ‘(A) = p ~ ‘(0) is connected. 
(iv) We leave this to the reader who can take $9 =p-‘(A)\ (0). 1 
VI. TOPOLOGICAL AND SCALAR IRREDUCIBILITY 
The concepts of topological and scalar-irreducibility are not compatible 
for representations on general topological vector spaces. Nevertheless we 
can for the kind of eigenspace representations that we study in this paper, 
prove that topological irreducibility implies scalar irreducibility. The con- 
verse does not hold as illustrated by the discussion in Section V. 
12. THEOREM. Let V, be a finite dimensional real vector space and let K 
be a subgroup of GL( V,). Let .A’ be a subset of D( V,) and consider for 
1 E CM the joint eigenspace 
&:= {fwY=(VR)IDf=A(D)~VDE&}. 
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Assume that ~9~ is invariant and topologically irreducible under the natural 
action of the affine group VW x s K. 
Then &A is also scalar irreducible under the natural action of V, x s K. 
Proof. We may assume that p-‘(l) # 0 (Proposition 3(p)). Let 
<up-’ be fixed, so that ee ES;. Note that we for any (II, k) E V, x s K 
have 
(v,k).eC=ck*e,, where c E C is a constant. 
We shall prove that each intertwining operator A: &A + S; is a constant 
multiple of the identity operator on gA. 
Consider the continuous linear functional u on 8” given by 
(u> f > := (Af )(O) - cof(O) for f cgA, 
where c0 : = (Aer)(0). Using that k * 0 = 0 for all k E K we find for any 
(v,k)EVR x,Kthat 
(~,(v,k).e~)=c(u,k.e~) 
= c{A(k. e&(O) - cdk. et)(O)) 
= c{ (k * Aer)(0) - cO} = 0. 
By the topological irreducibility the space span{ (v, k) . ec ) (II, k) E 
V, x s K} is dense in gA, so we conclude that u = 0, i.e., (Af )(0) = c0 f(0) 
for all f E&A. 
But then Af = c0 f because A commutes with the translations. 
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